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Abslnlct: Periodically time varying (PTV) filters can offer significant perlarmanee gains over con
ventional filtering methods in DS-COM/\ communications systems that arc either multi rate or
corrupted by narrow band interference. This paper develops a new blind adaptive PTV linear mull i
UScI' detector based on the frequency shift (FRESII) arehiteelUre. The blind adaptive algorithm is
based on lhe linearly constrained constant modulus algorithm (LCCMA), but is modified far the
I:R ESH architecture. The resulting stochastic gradient algorithm has signilicantly less computa
tional complexity than the recently proposed recursive and cyclic subspace tracking algorithms,
and can offer comparable performance. The robustness of the FRESH-LC MA algorithm is en
sured through a proof of convergence which is carried out in the paper.
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I. I TRaDUCTION

Future generation wireless communications systems
based of DS- 'DMA will be characterized by their

flexibility to offer various services such as voice, data,
and mullimcdia over the same air interface [I]. Thesc
heterogeneous serviccs are characterized by their di ffer
ing quality of service and data rate requirements. Multi
rate DS-CDMA has been suggested to provide such flexi
bility rII. When multi-rate D -CDMA is used in combi
nation with short spreading codes, it is possible to exploit
the cyclostationary statistics of the received signal vector
to greatly enhance the reliability of the communications
link. 'yclic multiuser detection (M D) is one such tech
nique that can be used to exploit the cyclostationary sig
nal statistics and offers superior performance compared to
conventional MUD techniques [2], [3]. yclie MUD also
provides the capability to suppress co-channel narrow
band interference (NSI) sources [41, [2] which may be
present in ovcrlay systems. This situation is typified ifone
considers operation in unregulated spectrum such as the
industrial scientific and medical (I M) band, which is
occupied by both Bluetooth and wireless AN standards
like 802.1 lb.

Recently, the issue of the NBI suppre 'sion and MUD
in multi-rate f) - 'DMA has been addresscd in [3], [21
where a blind cyclic recursive least squared (RL ) algo
rithm has been developed which is based on the minimum
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output energy (MOE) cost function of [5]. The conver
gence of this algorithm can be guaranteed, however it
suffers from poor steady-statc performance compared to
(for example) the decision-directed (DD) mode of opcra
tion. reat lengths were made in [3] to reduce the compu
tational complexity of this algorithm by making use of the
block circulant structure of the associated matrices, how
ever the high computationa I complex ity may sti II provc to
be inhibitive to implementation. Noting this point, the
same authors developed a lowcr complexity cyclic MUD
algorithm based on iterative cyclic subspace tracking in
[6]. However, the authors acknowledge in [6] that even
this algorithm may be too computationally complex for
high dimension system, and thus there is a need to de
velop low complexity, cyclic MUD.

This paper proposes the use of a f,'equency shift
(FRESH) filler which is adapted via a modified version of
the linearly constrained constant modulus algorithm
(L CMA) [7] to perform cyclic-M D. This technique
offers the flexibility of the FRESH architecture (as noted
in [2], [4], [3], [6]) combined with the low complexity of
a stochastic gradient algorithm for adaptation, which ha a
significantly lower computational complexity as com
pared with previously suggested cyclic algorithms in [3]
and [6]. The LCCMA algorithm was chosen due to its
proven convergence ability in DS-CDMA, and its supe
rior steady-state performance as compared to the M E
cost function [8]. The robustness of this new algorithm is
ensured as the proof of global convergence of FRESH
LCCMA is given in this paper.

The rest of the paper is outl ined as follows: ection 2
introduces the multi-rate DS-CDMA system model, ec
tion 3 outlines cyclic MUD as well as the new FRESII-
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r (i)

Fig. I. FRESH-LCCMA receiver model

(2)

3. CYCLIC LINEAR MULTIUSER DETECTION

Consider the problem of detecting desired user I (a
high rate uscr), then the well known linear MMSE "ilter is
given by,

(5)

(4)

(3)

C(I) = E{ r(l)r(lfl/}

= CI/Ii +CUi (1)+ (521

since CUI (I), the covariance matrix of the low-rate MAl,
is periodic in I with period L. The unconditioned MMSE
receiver dcfined in (3) is thus not optimal for any partiCLI
lar bit epoch and would suffer worse performance com
pared to the PTY fi Iter defined by,

C = E{r(i)r(if}

p = E{bl r ( i )} .

The implementation of PTY lilters is a mature topic
[9]. The simplest implementation of which is the filter
bank where L filters in parallel are employed and are se
lected and sampled sequentially. Another implementation
which has attracted attention lor cycl ic MUD is the
FRESH structure [9]. The FRESH filter makes usc of the
Fourier series represcntation of the periodic sequence of
the filter coerficients{w(l)}, and by doing so confines
the time varying component of the PTY-filter to a bank of
complex osci lIators, sce Fig. I.

The spreading waveforms of the low-rate users are peri
odically time varying (PTY) in the processing window,
and this causes the sequence of covariance matrices con
ditioned on temporal index I to also be PTY,

The samples within processing window i are stacked to
form a vectorr(i) , which is used to detectbl (i), which is
the ith bit of the desired user. This paper considers the
case where processing window i spans bit interval i of the
desired user, and the detector operates on a symbol-by
symbol basis. For the sake of brevity only, this paper con
siders the case of rectangular shaped chip pulses and a
sample rate equal to that of the chip rate.

2. SYSTEM MODEL

where f-IRand LR speci fy high rate and low rate respec
tively, N is the number of chips in the HR spreading se
quence, {d')(n)} is the spreading code assigned to user
k, and rect,. (.) IS the unit-height rectangular pulse sup
ported on [0, T] . From here on let the desired user be user
I, and be assigned a HR spreading code.

The receiver samples the output of a chip-matched fil
ter to convert the reecived signal into discrete samples.

where K is the number of users, Ak is the amplitude of the
kth user, ak accounts for the complex gain of the channel,
and bk (i). :t= I} is the kth user's ith transmitted data
symbol. The unit energy signature waveform of the kth
user is denoted by Sk (I), 'l'k is the time offset, and 0,.k is
the bit duration of the kth user. The additive white Gaus
sian noise (AWGN) term n(l) has power spectral den
sity (52 .

A variable spread length (YSL) dual-rate access
scheme is considered in this paper to illustrate the effec
Iiveness 0 I' the new cycl ic-a Igorithm. In such a scheme the
chip duration T,. for both data rates is constant but the
number of chips per code differs between the high rate
and low rate users, hence the YSL designation. In such a
system the high rate user transmit at a rate L faster than
the low rate users, and are thus assigned spreading se
quences that are shorter by a factor 1/ L to ensure that
spread signals of both rates occupy the same amount of
bandwidth. The signature waveforms are given by,

I N I

S:III (I) = r.-; L c:m(n) rect'T; (I - nT,. )
v N n~O

I I.N I

S:·R (I) = r,-;:; L c:·R (n) recti; (l-nT,.)
v LN n=O

The complex baseband representation of the received
signal of an asynchronous multiratc OS-COMA system at
timc I may be expressed by,

.I' -I 8

1'(1) =LAkakL)k (i)SI (1-'l'k- i0,.k)+n(l) (I)
k n 1=0

LCCMA algorithm proposed by this paper. The proof of
global convergence of this algorithm is given in Section
4, simulation results are presented in Section 5, and con
cluding remarks are made in Section 6.
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where

and

where

LCCMA o (NJI/)

MOE-R LS 0 (( NJI/)')

PASTd o (NJl/r)

Whcrc: r - dimcnsion or signal subspacc, N - number of chips in
proccssing window. M - samples per chip, L - period of system.
Source: 131, I(, I·

which ensures that \V 1 remains orthogonal to s;, which
in turn ensures the linear constraint \V" s; = I is alway'
mel.

FRESII-LCCMA 0 (LJl/N)

CyclicPASTd o (rl.')+O(UfNr)

3.2 COIl1J11enls on COll1plexilv

4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS

The relative complexity of various blind adaptive
M D schemes i' presented in Table I. These algorithms
are representative of three categories of blind adaptive
MUD algorithm: stochastic gradient (LCCMA [7]), recur
sive least squares (MOE-RL [3]), and subspace tracking
(PASTd [6]). Cyclic MO --RL scales linearly in com
plexity with the periodicity of the system (which is de ir
able), but it can be seen that the overall complexity is far
higher than FRESH-LCCMA. Reference [6] argues that
usually P < (NM) and r« NM ,and therefore the cyclic
PA 'I'd algorithm has a lower computational complexity
than the cyclic MOE-RL algorithm. It can be seen that
the complexity of FRE II-LC 'MA is lower than cyclic
PASTd, and that as the periodicity of the system increases
so the relative complexity of cyclic PASTd increases over
rRESH CCMA.

Cyclic MOE-RLS o (L(Jl/N)')

TABLE I
COMI'LI.XrJ Y COMI'ARISO OF CYCLlC- ANI) NONCYCl.Ic-M UO'S

Algorithm I Complcxity

Convergence is proved for the case where there is no
AWG ,as is customary [I I], [7]. Firstly, a unique sta
tionary point is hown to exist using the first derivative of
the co t function with respect to the filter coefficients.
This stationary point is then shown to coincide with the
decorrelating detector. On in pcction of the associated
Ilessian matrix, it is shown that this stationary point on
the cost surface is a global minimum, which completes
the analysis. The minimum condition required for conver
gence is then given.

The signal associated with u er k at the input to
FRE II filter \v(i) is given by AA(i)Sk(i) where,

[
['2"") r ,2"(1 1)')J

1'

- (.) l' (.) ,(.) 1 7 (.) ,Sk 1 = Sk 1 ,Sk 1 e , ... ,Sk 1 e

(6)

- [ 1"'1 l' JI"w= wU,w1""W'1 or
(which is time invariant) is

where,

then the stacked vector
FRESII filter coefficients
given by,

( .) -"(')-(')y 1 = W 1 r 1 .

o( 1 I) \ Jand 0 \ is the zero vector of length N ,

3.1 (Felic Algorilhm

[

[ /2"') (/2",(/ 1))]7"
-. /. r· / r . I /.r(/) = r (I),r (I)e ,... ,r (/)e

Deline the stacked vector of L frequency shifted ver
sions of the received vector of samples as,

I';. ( i) = .\1 ( i) (.1' ( i) 2 - R2 ) ,

c= C{r(i)f(i)'}

[

C(UI C(I) CII/ I) j
= :::: 'I :::: ... ::,:: 'I .

and C(m) = £{r(i)r" (i)e'2"""IM} ,which is the mth ma
trix of Fourier coenicients of the Fourier transform of the
sequence ofmatrices{C(!)}.

The update step is

w] (i+I)=\v] (i+ 1)+,lI.l'(i) r; (i)rl(i) (8)

The FRESH-LCCMA directly operates on the stacked
frequency shilled vectorr(i), and thus jointly optimizes
each lilter bank corresponding to the different fi'equency
shills. In so doing the stacked vector of FRESH filter co
eflicients \V is treated as if it were a single filter.
FRESII-LCCMA makes use of its knowledge of the de
sired user's spreading sequence to linearly constrain the
adaptive algorithm to ensure the desired user is captured
by the algorithm, and not any another constant modulus
signal which may be present. Based on the CMA2-2 [10]
cost function, the FRESII-LCCMA cost function is given
by,

'l]i.n J(\V(i))= 1~'{(Y(i)2 _R2)2} (7)
" \1 I

\V(i) S; w,(i),

and r,(i)=Br(i), B=I-s;s;' ,such that rl(i)"s;=O,

In a similar fashion to [II] and rn deline the (PTV) sig
na I from user k at the output of the fi Itel' as,
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(15) and .q;(u)j y,.q;(u)j Yk are similarly defined. The
partial derivatives that constitute (19) are in turn given by,

( 17)

( 19)

( 18)

( 16)

I"

where s~= [s;, 0;1_1)1\' ] . and s, (I) is defined as
I"

S (I) = [01" SF 0/(,/1 sl"e{2If1(/-ll/l. ]
,. tV' Ie,.. " 1 ,

Proposition: The linear constraint 'VIIS~= J ensllres

Prool":

lUI (1)1 2
= AI

2 1'v" (i)SI (1)1 2

= A,21'V II (i)(S~+s, (1))1
2

Ivhere 8(1)=A
"
v(its,(I), and there/ore

then s~. s, (I). and therefore,

h(1)1 2
= AI

2 (Iw" (i) sf +I'v" (i) S, (1)[2)

= A,2 +18 (1)1 2

. q; (u) r' q; ~u )1
-.-u = . q;~u)

where x=[x;, ... ,X:T and Xl =[X;-(I), ... ,xJ(L)T,
and y is SImi larly defined. The above expression ean
then be further expanded into the terms,

The Uk (I) terms are complex and therefore the first
partial derivative of the cost function is given with respect
10 the real and imaginary components of Ilk (I), where
Uk (I) = Xl (I) +jvk (I), using the block vector notation,

(9)

· q;(U)

. q;(U) . XI

.X
· q;(U)
. xK

where,
( 14) · q;(u)

function · xk (I)
. q;(u)

. xk .q;(u)
. Xl (L)

( .) A -" - (.)III I = k W Sk I .

Define the vector,

£ {I"" W (; )1')" £ lith, (i)u. (in
=EfIh (i)lIk(i))2

1k I

+6II II", (i)u,,,(i)u,, (i)lI: (i)) (13)
III 1" I

II III

I K I ,

=-II(lIk (I) Ilk (I)f
L k 1 1 I

6 K K I

+L ~ ~ ~ II", (I) II:, (I) II" (I) II: (I).

u =[u~, ... ,u: J
I"

where Uk = [Ilk (1), ... ,lIk (L)l ' then the cost
may now be expressed as q; (u") ,

I K 1 2

min q;(u) =- II(lIk(I) Ilk (I))
h(lll-il, L k I 1=1

6 K K 1

+L ~,~ ~II", (1)11", (1)11" (1)11,: (I)

-2R2 ~ Ii>k (I)uk(/)+ R;.
L k I I I

,~17!~,J(w(i))= E{(IY(i)1 2 -RS}
=Iy(i)r -2Iy(i)1 2

R2 +R; (II)

=I'v" (i) i'(i)1
4

- 21 w" (i) r(it R2 + R;,
may be expressed in terms of Ilk (I) using the terms,

the expanded cost function (7),

This sequence only takes on L distinct valucs, denote
this sequence by {Ilk (1), ... ,lIk(L)). By making use of
the property of the periodic sequence:

£ {I"" W (;)I') " £ !I~ A,b, (;) w" (;)', (in
"E!ltb

, (i)u.(in (12)

= E{t Uk (i)lI k (i)}
J K I.

= - L2>k (I)u; (I),
L hi I I
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and the other sub-matrices associated with o2¢(1I)/a2y,
and a2¢(1I)/oy,x" are similarly defined. The elements
of the Hessian matrix arc then given by,

o¢ (1I)
()x, (I) ox,, (I')

~[(3X; (1)+ y; (1))+ 3~(x:, (I) +i, (I)) - R,). IOL ..

k' = k,l' =!

02¢(U) a2¢(1I)
OX1YI oxly"

(24)

02¢(U) 02¢(1I)
ox"YI ox"Y,

02¢( u)/a2y arc similarly de fi ned.

(25)

(26)

k' :t= k,l' = !

otherwise.

02¢(U) a2¢( u)
o2x,(I) ax,(I)x,(L)

a2¢(u) 02¢( u)
ox,(L)x,(I) o2x,(L)

02¢( u) a2¢(u)
ox, (I)y" (I) oX, (I) Y,' (L)

a2¢( u) a2¢(1I)
ax,(L)y,,(I) ax,(L)y.. (L)

24-x" (I),
L

0,

()2¢(1I)
ox,Y"

and ()2¢(1I)/OYx,
Then

(20)

= X, (I)~[ (X; (I) +y; (I)) +3~ (x,: (I) +y~ (1))- R, ]

=x, (I)~[ (3..,(lh' (1)- R,) + (X; (I) +y; (I))

3,~ (x,~, (I) + Y,~, (I))]
III I k

a¢ (U ) ( ) 4 [( ) ( , ')-(-) = y, ! - 3uI (lh (I) - R2 + x; (I) + y; (I)
(.I', ! L

+3~ (x; (I) + y,: (I))1
ml' j

and similarly,

(21 )

From (20) and (21), when (3111(lh (I) - R2 ) > 0 the
only stationary point of the cost function is when II, = 0,
which corresponds to the decorrelating detector. It was
proved above thath (I)r ~ 111

2
, and therefore a suflicient

condition lor the existencc of the decorrelating stationary
point on the cost surface is 3AI

2
- R2 > 0 . This is the same

condition arrived at in rI I Jandl7].
The Ilessian matrix, or second partial derivative, of the

cost function is given in the block matrix form,

a2¢( u) ",¢(")]a2¢(u) a2x oxy
ou 2 rr¢( u) 02¢( u)

()yx 02 y

where

()2¢(U) a2¢(u)

()2¢(1I)
02 XI ()x lXA

~=
02¢( u) 02¢(1I)
()X AXI ()2 XA

(22)

(23)

o¢ (1I )

o¢( u)

8
k'=k,I'=!i/' (I),

24
k':t=k,l'=!L'v,,(I),

0 otherwise.

8
k' =k,l' =!-x, (I),

L
24

k':t=k,l'=!-x" (I),
L

0 otherwise.

(27)

(28)

(29)
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5. RES LTS

Simulation examples are presented in this section to il-

a¢( u)
aYk (I) aYk' (I')

i[(x; (I) + 3y; (I)) + 3±(x,;, (I) + Y,;, (I)) - R2 ], for...
L 111=1

"rt.k

k' = k,l' =1

(36)

to enable a direct comparison between the two realiza
tions of the PTV filter, as the optimum SINR defined by
(36) and (37) are the same.

The convergence dynamics of the new FRE H
L CMA algorithm from single user matched filter to the
MM E filter are presented in Figs. 2 (a)-(c) where each
SI NR curve is the ensemble average of 100 independent
simulation runs. The sequence of figures is intended to
illustrate the relative performance of the new FRESH
LCCMA algorithm and the recently proposed cyclic-RLS
algorithm [3], the cyclic subspace tracking algorithm [6],
and the conventional non-cyclic L CMA [7] as a function
or MAl level. The sequence of figures thus models an
increasing level of severity of the near-far problem which
is one of the fundamental problems or limitations or DS-

DMA systems, and which signal processing chemes
such as MUD hope to circumvent. The MAl ratio is OdB,
3dB, and 10dB ror Figs. 2 (a), (b), and (c) respectively.

This SINR value is equivalent to the mean SINR over one
complete period of the system, and is a more useflil met
ric to quantify the performance of a PTV filter. This is
because the output SINR at each bit epoch of a conven
tional PTV filter is cyclic in nature, and thus plots of the
SINR versus time would yield a broad area instead of a
line, which is unsatisfactory. A length L sliding window
is thus used to define the IN R of the conventional PTV
filter at bit epoch i :

1--1 2

L(w(i-1t AISI)
SINR(i) = 1 I 1=0 .(37)

Lw(i-1t (C(i-/)-AI\s:')w(i)
1=0

lustrate the effectiveness of the new algorithm. The VSL
multi-rate access scheme was implemented using or
thogonal Gold codes of length 16 and 64 for the high-rate
and low-rate users respectively. Orthogonal Gold codes
may be constructed from conventional Gold codes (length
15 and 63 respectively) by adding a "-I" to the end of
each conventional Gold code. This allowed the LR code
length to be an integer multiple of the HR code. The 'ig
nal to noise ratio (SNR) was set to 15dB's. The MAl ratio
is defined as Ak / AI' k* I, where all the interfering users
transmit at the same amplitude. There are 3 low rate users
and 3 high rate users present in all simulations. A syn
chronous DS-CDMA system is con idered in order to
reduce the simulation time.

The output signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) at each time step is employed as a metric to quan
ti fy the performance of the adaptive algorithms. The
SINR is an important metric as it enables an accurate es
timate of the bit error rate (BER) [12] or quality of ser
vice that a network subscriber experiences. It may also be
used to drive power-control algorithms. The output SINR
at bit epoch i of the FRESH filter may be defined as:

. AI
2\v(it \v(i)

SINRFRESII(t)= _(.)11(- 2 )-(')'
W t C-AI S W t

k'1'k,I'=1

otherwi e.

311 1 (1)11; (I) - R2 ~ 0 (31 )

311 1 (I) II; (I) - R2 ~ 0 (32)

3.1~ (1)+ y~ (1)- R2 ~ 0 (33)

X I
2 (I) + 3YI2 (I) - R2 ~ O. (34)

241: Yk ,(I),

0,

thus ensuring that the Hcssian matrix is positive definite.
nder this condition the stationary point is a minimum

point on the cost surface, thus completing the convcr
gence proof of the FR ESH-L CMA algorithm.

It is worth noting at this point that ,11
2 (I) » l (I) ,

since the vast majority of the energy at the output of the
filter associatcd with the desired user lics in the real do
main as BPSK signalling and pha e synchronisation is
assumcd. This lead to the conclusion that
.11

2 (I) + 3YI2 (I) == A1
2

, and therefore thc constraint im
posed in (35) is not ovcrly loose, which indicates that the
constraint for convergencc of the FRESH-LCCMA is in
fact more sensitive to AI

2 overcstimation than thc
LCCMA is, where it wa proved in [I I] that a sufficient
condition for LCCMA convergence is 3A I

2
- R2 ~ 0 .

The same conjectures made in [7] with regard to the
convergence of the LCCMA in an AWGN channel apply
in this case, and it is thus assumed that by properly select
ing the value of R2 the FRE H-L CMA cost function is
·trictly convex in an AWG channel.

onstraints (31) and (32) are the same and are auto
matically satisfied when the strieter constraints (33) and
(34) are met. It has already been proved that
,11

2 (I) + YI2 (I) ~ AI
2

, and therefore a sufficient condition to
ensure constraints (33) and (34) are satified is

AI
2

- R2 ~ 0 (35)

(30)
from (27)-(30), it can be seen that the off-diagonal ele
ments of the Hessian matrix at the stationary point are
zero. The main diagonal of the Hessian matrix is fully
determined by a¢(U)/a2Xk(I) , a¢(U)/a2Yk(l),
a¢ (u )/a 2

XI (I), and a¢ (u )/a 2
YI (I) . These terms are in

turn guaranteed to be positive if the following corre
sponding constraints are met,
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--&- FRE '11 LCCMA
-e- LCCMA
-v-- cyclic MOE RLS
--+- cyclic PASTd

5L-----'-_--'-_-'-_--L..-_L-------'-_--.t:==::"::i=:=~=:::'J
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6
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CO 10
;:'..
cr:
Z 8Vl

'5c.
'5
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4

2
0
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--&- FRESI I LCCMA
-e- LCCMA
-v-- cyclic MOE RLS
--+- cyclic PASTel

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
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(b)

15 r-----.---,------r-----.------,r-----.---,----,----,------,

10

CO
::'.. 5 ~M.S~
cr:
/-
Vl

'5c. 0'5
0

4
X 10

1.8 21.61.40.8 I 1.2
Iterations

0.60.40.2

5 --&- FRESII LCCMA
-e- LeCMA
-v-- cyclic MOE RLS
--+- cyclic I}ASTei

10 L_-'--_--'-_--'----_---'-_--'---_---'-_-"===i:=:=::::;:=:=-.J
o

(c)

hg. 2. Convergence dynamics and steady-state behavior orthe mean SINR (over a sliding window) orcyclic and non-cyclic
MUD's with an increasing near-11lr problem: (a) OdB. (b) 3dB, and (c) IOdB MAl ratio. There are 6 users present (3 HR and

3 LR) in all the systems and the. R orthe desired uscI' is 15dB.
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The cyclic MOE-RLS forgct factor was sctto 0.9995, and
thc cyclic PASTd forgct factor was set to 0.99 for Figs. 2
(a)-(c). The step sizes for the other adaptive algorithms,
given in sequcnce for Figs. 2 (a)-(c) are, FRESH
LCCMA: 5E-3, I E-3, 2E-5, LCCMA: I E-2, 5E-3, 1E-5.

In those figures the advantage that cyclic MUD has
over non-cyclic MUD is apparcnt as the optimal (MMSE)
SI R gain that cyclic MUD has over conventional linear
MUD is 2.62dB, 5.47dB, and 9.29dB for Figs. 2 (a), (b),
and (c) respectively. This inherent advantage is evident
when comparing the relative performance of FRE H
LCCMA and LCCMA in Figs. 2 (a)-(c), where the supe
rior performance (in terms of both convergcnce spced and
steady-state INR) is evident.

The performance of FRESH-LCCMA is seen to com
pare favorably with existing cyclic MUD schemes. The
cyclic MOE-RLS has the advantage of a rapid conver
gence rate due to the usc of the RLS update scheme, how
ever the MOE cost function causes poor steady-state
performance as compared to FRESH-LCCMA. As the
near-far problem increases the FRESH-LCCMA algo
rithm requires a smaller step size to ensure tability of the
algorithm, and this in turn reduces its convergence speed.
The cyclic MOE-RLS algorithm doe not suffer from this
effect; however its wor e steady-state performance is
clearly evident in Fig. 2 (c). The cyclic subspace tracking
algorithm suffers from poorer convergence speed as the
ncar-far ratio increases, as was found in [6]. FRE H
LCCMA appears to have superior performance to the
cyclic subspace tracking algorithm for the given scenar
IOS.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the problem of low complexity, robust,
fast converging blind adaptive cyclic MUD has been dealt
with by proposing the use of a modified LCCMA algo
rithm on the FRESH receiver structure. The proof of con
vergence of the adaptive algorithm was made possible by
defining a mean output energy term per interfering user
and showing that it tend to zero at convergence. It was
found that the FRESH filter based on the LCCMA pro
vides a viable alternative to existing schemes, at a sub
stantially lower computational complexity.
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